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ABSTRACT
The pragmatist reform and opening-up in 1978 has revolutionised the way China communicates internally and engages with the outside world. Firmly embedded within this broader historical context, the interpreter-mediated and televised Premier-Meets-the-Press conferences are a high-profile institutional(ised) event in China. At this discursive event, the Chinese premier – ranked second in China’s political hierarchy – is put in the international media limelight, answering journalists’ questions on a range of topics. The section involving the interpreters’ rendering of journalists’ questions is triadic and dynamic and represents a particularly interesting site of ideological contestation, which can be conceptualised profitably using Bakhtin’s concept dialogised heteroglossia. Drawing on a corpus containing 20 years’ press conference data between 1998 and 2017 (280 questions in total), this CDA study interrogates the interpreters’ agency, particularly in (re)constructing the Chinese government’s image when rendering journalists’ questions. Despite the commonplace assumptions of interpreters being impartial with little agency, the government-affiliated interpreters are found to actively engage in facework and image (re)construction. This leads to a discursive pattern described in Van Dijk’s ideological square (1997), which involves further emphasising and foregrounding the positive elements yet de-emphasising and mitigating the negative elements about Beijing (the self).
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Introduction
The pragmatist reform and opening-up initiated by Deng Xiaoping in 1978 marks a watershed in China’s recent history, which has revolutionised the way Beijing communicates domestically and engages with the outside world. Firmly embedded within such a broader historical context featuring increasing openness, the interpreter-mediated Premier-Meets-the-Press conferences are a high-profile institutional(ised) annual event televised in mainland China. At this discursive event, the Chinese premier – ranked second in China’s political hierarchy – is put in the international spotlight, addressing questions regarding China’s domestic policies, international diplomacy and official stances in an open manner. A wide range of topics are covered at the press conferences (China’s political and economic restructuring, China’s bilateral ties with the US, Japan and India, anti-corruption campaigns in China, the global financial crisis, air pollution, Taiwan, Tibet and Hong Kong etc.), thus enabling domestic and international journalists to gain a better understanding of China ‘straight from the horse’s mouth’. The premier’s press conferences are consecutively interpreted1 by government-affiliated interpreters. Communist party members themselves, these interpreters are civil servants recruited into the Department of Translation and Interpretation as part of China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The main body of the press conferences involves the premier’s answers in Mandarin Chinese and their respective interpretations into English. This therefore constitutes something of a one-way traffic, which can be seen as mostly an official self-representation of Beijing (e.g. China’s international diplomacy, the government’s past achievements and resolve to effect change and deliver concrete benefits to the people). Interestingly, in comparison, the component concerning the journalists’ questions bears more on the journalists’ other representation of China/the Chinese government and how it subsequently is mediated by the government interpreters through discourse. In other words, despite its brief nature, the section involving the journalists’ questions is particularly negotiated and dynamic, featuring a clash of articulations, so to speak. That is, there is usually a clash of different ideological beliefs and voices between the Chinese government seeking to present an official and desired version of fact, truth and reality and the journalists (from CNN, BBC, Reuters and NBC etc.) seeking to challenge the official narrative through posing sensitive and challenging questions. This makes Bakhtin’s (1981) concept dialogised heteroglossia particularly useful in conceptualising the bilingual discursive event, where the interpreters are often placed in the ideological tug-of-war between the Chinese officials and the journalists (see section below for more details). Image and face are two important factors simultaneously implicated here at the press conferences. It is therefore interesting to examine how the journalists’ questions are rendered and to investigate the interpreters’ possible agency in (re)constructing the government’s image.
Thus far, monolingual political discursive communication has attracted extensive attention in CDA and beyond (cf. Bousfield & Locher, 2008; Chilton, 1990; Chilton, 2004; Wodak, 1989), for instance, from the perspective of face and image construction. More specifically, as a major genre of political discursive communication, political press conferences have been increasingly investigated amongst scholars from various perspectives (cf. Bhatia, 2006; Clayman et al., 2006; Clayman & Heritage, 2002; Ekström, 2009; Eriksson, 2011; Fraser, 2010). However, despite the potentially vital role of press conference interpreters in bilingual discursive communication beyond national borders, their agency and mediation remain largely under-explored. The few studies that have touched upon interpreter-mediated political press conferences include Li’s (forthcoming) study, Wang & Feng’s (2018) study and Schäffner’s (2012; 2015) studies. Of the even more limited number of studies which examine press conference interpreters’ agency for 
_____________________
1Consecutive interpreting ‘involves listening to what someone has to say and then, when they have finished speaking, reproducing the same message in another language’ (Gillies, 2017, p. 5).

instance in mediating China’s political discourse and image, attention has mostly focused on the main body of the press conference data, that is, the Chinese premier’s answers in Chinese and their respective interpretations into English (cf. Gu, 2018a; Gu, 2018b). In comparison, the interpreters’ mediation of journalists’ questions per se has received little attention. One such study is Gu’s (forthcoming) CDA analysis exploring the interpreters’ institutional alignment and stance-taking vis-à-vis the Chinese government in rendering the journalists’ questions.

Taking a critical discourse analytical (CDA) approach and drawing on a corpus consisting of 20 years of the premier’s press conferences in China (1998-2017), this study examines the interpreters’ agency and subjectivity, looking more specifically at the extent to which they might mediate the journalists’ questions and (re)construct a certain image for China and the Chinese government, that is, the country’s ‘national face’. However insignificant it might seem, the interpretation of journalists’ questions is vital in many ways and often constitutes an important starting point of a chain of events to come. That is, the interpreters’ rendering of journalists’ questions not only represents a vital first step in the immediate press conference setting (which leads up to and sets the tone for the premier’s answers) but also constitutes a major point of departure in the entire news/knowledge production, dissemination and circulation processes beyond national borders (Gu, 2018b). This highlights the potential ripple effect the interpretation might give rise to, given the increasingly mediat(is)ed (e.g. on TV, radio and newspapers) and re-mediat(is)ed (e.g. information getting re-mediated on social media sites and recontextualised on scholarly works) world we live in (Gu, 2018a; Gu, 2018b). From this perspective, particularly dynamic and negotiated in nature, the section relating to the journalists’ questions constitutes the site par excellence to examine the interpreters’ agency and ideological mediation.

Interpreter-mediated press conferences: a dynamic site of dialogised heteroglossia
This section conceptualises the dynamic setting of the interpreted press conferences in China as a site of dialogised heteroglossia (Bakhtin 1981). There are usually ‘social tensions inherent in language’ (Bailey, 2012, p. 508). For Mikhail Bakhtin (1981, p. 270-272), in discourse, there usually co-exist a centripetal force (towards the centre, the unitary, authoritative and correct) yet, at the same time, a centrifugal force, which, per definitionem, pulls towards the heteroglossic, heterogeneous and peripheral away from the centre. The Bakhtinian concept points to the dynamic and multivoiced nature of (political) discursive communication and is deemed ‘particularly salient in institutional settings’ (Beaton-Thome, 2013, p. 381) such as the European Parliament.
Essentially multivoiced and necessarily negotiated in nature, the premier’s press conferences in China are highly dynamic, featuring different ideological beliefs and thus a ‘clash of articulations’. This interpreter-mediated bilingual discursive event can therefore be conceptualised profitably as a site of dialogised heteroglossia (Bakhtin 1981). Unsurprisingly, the Chinese government seeks to present its official version of fact and truth and, in doing so, tell a compelling story and project a positive image to the international community (hence a centripetal force). However, despite the efforts for Beijing to portray a desirable image and enforce an ideological closure2 (Hartley, 1982), such efforts rarely go completely unchallenged as journalists, inquisitive by profession, often attempt to tease out information using various questioning strategies. Interestingly, unlike the political context in the US, where domestic journalists often do not hesitate to ask the politicians (e.g. US presidents) aggressive or even adversarial questions (Clayman & Heritage, 2002), the mainland Chinese journalists affiliated with such media outlets as CCTV, People’s Daily, Xinhua News Agency (official mouthpieces of Beijing) routinely ask comparatively easy softball questions (Gu, 2018b). In comparison, the foreign journalists tend to ask more challenging and potentially face-threatening questions3 on various sensitive issues. As such, the journalists, particularly those foreign journalists, can be seen as representing a major centrifugal force which de-centralises and pulls away from China’s official narrative. 
          Figure 1: The triadic interpreter-mediated press conference setting

Therefore, in China’s political press conference setting, the interpreters are placed in an ideological tug-of-war between the centripetal forces exerted by their institutional employer, that is, the Chinese government (to convey China’s official positions and construct a favourable image) and simultaneously the centrifugal forces represented by (foreign) journalists (seeking to challenge and counter Beijing’s official discourse). Figure 1 illustrates the interpreter Zhang Lu (right) mediating between the Chinese premier (middle) and the journalists (foreground) vying for the opportunity to pose questions [photograph from Xinhua]. This therefore makes it an ideal setting to examine the interpreters’ ideological positioning and mediation.
___________________________
2Coined by Hartley (1982), the notion ‘ideological closure’ refers to the extent to which coding and decoding processes in communicative activities (e.g. newspapers, government documents, press conferences) are geared towards a single official, authoritative and dominant version of truth and fact by institutions (e.g. a government). 

3This, at least partially, explains why the media outlets’ questions are pre-vetted (Yi, 2016, p. 5474) in an attempt to prevent journalists from asking particularly sensitive and embarrassing questions and damaging Beijing’s face and image. Even so, potentially challenging questions are still frequently posed by (foreign) journalists. Asking such challenging questions can be broadly understood as face aggravation (Culpeper, 1996; Lakoff, 1989) acts, which also include impoliteness such as insults.

Face, Image and their relevance in China's cultural and sociopolitical contexts
This section discusses the concepts ‘face’ and ‘image’ and their particular significance in the Chinese context. ‘Face’ constitutes a common component in everyday communication. Figuratively, people often speak of ‘losing face’ or ‘saving face’ and people are sometimes offended or caught off guard if a particularly blunt and explicit remark is articulated ‘in your face’. Such face-threatening remarks might also result in a major ‘slap in the face’. Face and its closely related concept ‘image’ have been variously defined. For example, face is a group of characteristics that a person has, that is, ‘an image of self delineated in terms of approved social attributes’ (Goffman, 1999, p. 306) or ‘the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact’ (Goffman, 1967, p. 5). Similarly, face is the need for a claimed sense of positive image in a social context (Ting-Toomey, 1988), which concerns the successful presentation of identities (Holtgraves, 2002).
Regarding the similar concept ‘image’, it, broadly speaking, refers to face or reputation. Image bears on how certain sociopolitical actors (e.g. political leaders and parties, universities, organisations and sovereign states) are perceived of by others. An actor’s image is influenced by things the actor says and does and by what others say and portray of the actor. Unsurprisingly, ‘image’ is based upon past knowledge, attitudes and current actions and statements. Image matters and it is increasingly so because threats to a sociopolitical actor’s image can give rise to embarrassment and diminish its credibility, reputation, standing and importance. As such, a political leader can have a positive image of being authoritative, decisive, responsive and approachable or a negative image of being untrustworthy, mendacious, incompetent and arrogant. Similarly, a government/political party can have a favourable image of being pragmatist, people-oriented and results-focused or an unfavourable image of being corrupt, heavy-handed and illegitimate. Likewise, a country can be represented to exude an orientalist image of being exotic or an air of elegance and cultural richness.
Interestingly, rather than something achieved once-and-for-all or taken for granted, the face and image of a certain sociopolitical actor are often subject to constant negotiation and are essentially socially constructed and discursively mediated in nature. That is, face and image can be tarnished, lost, repaired, restored, safeguarded and maintained through discourse. Image has so far received growing attention in various disciplines, such as critical discourse analysis (e.g. the discursive construction of certain sociopolitical actors’ images, including a country’s national image and a political party’s image), multimodal discourse analysis (e.g. the construction of image via multimodal resources), the political sciences (e.g. image and political legitimacy), communication studies (e.g. crisis communication or, more specifically, image repair in times of disasters and terrorism), tourism studies (e.g. the promotion of a city’s image through discourse) and imagology (e.g. the cultural construction and literary representation of national characters).
The concept of image or ‘face’ is of particular relevance in East Asian countries featuring a face-conscious culture (so much so that the inherently social concept of ‘face’ gaining increasing currency in Western discourse was originally introduced from Chinese into English in the 19th century). The attention on face in China is directly reflected in Chinese languages/dialects. As evidenced in the common everyday parlance, people are normally expected to ‘give face’ to each other (给面子 gei mianzi in standard Mandarin and 畀 (​https:​/​​/​baike.baidu.com​/​item​/​%E7%95%80" \t "https:​/​​/​baike.baidu.com​/​item​/​_blank​)面 bei min in Cantonese). Failing to ‘give face’ adequately often risks embarrassing and affronting people by leaving them feeling ‘faceless’ or ‘without face’ (没面子 mei mianzi in Mandarin or 冇面 mou min in Cantonese). As such, the giving and returning of ‘face’ is often considered a courtesy and a favour which can be exchanged, for example, in a you-scratch-my-back-and-I-will-scratch-yours manner. Face is crucial in maintaining guanxi (ties, relationships or connections) in China’s cultural and sociopolitical context, be it in establishing personal relationships or in forging long-lasting business partnerships and even political and diplomatic ties.
Notably, the Chinese administrations have been increasingly concerned with ‘face’ as well as the image it presents to the outside world as a rising power (Hartig, 2016), particularly since the reform and opening-up in 1978. This is evidenced in the government’s active attempts to communicate a better image for China as a rapidly developing and increasingly important country in economic, military and geopolitical terms and, at the same time, as an ancient civilisation with rich culture, soft power and the ability to attract. Examples of such image-boosting facework include, inter alia, China’s various communicative and discursive apparatuses (e.g. the establishment of the CGTN, or formerly the CCTV International TV channel, and the institutionalisation of the premier’s press conferences), the various cultural and educational institutions (e.g. the Confucius Institute), China’s growing global participation (e.g. China’s entry into the WTO and involvement in humanitarian aid) and increasingly active international engagement (e.g. hosting the Beijing Olympic games, establishing the AIIB bank and launching the Belt and Road initiative).
Even at these specific press conferences, face/image is a major consideration for the Chinese government. The fact that questions are screened and pre-selected (Gu, 2018b; Yi, 2016) beforehand can at least partially be explained by the government’s concern that the journalists might throw a curve ball and pose embarrassing and face-threatening questions at the high-profile broadcast event. Notably, the Chinese premier’s personal face, the image of the Chinese government and the image of China are inseparable in nature. This is because China is ruled by the Communist party and the Chinese premier is an important representative of the Communist party and the Chinese government (who therefore speaks on behalf of China and the Chinese people). As such, an attempt to threaten the Chinese premier’s personal face can indirectly put the image of the Chinese government/China at stake. Similarly, a respectful/laudatory stance towards the Chinese premier contributes to the positive image of the Chinese government and, by extension, China as a whole.

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) and its operationalisation in bilingual discursive communication: theoretical framework, methodology and data
Taking a critical approach to discourse, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) aims to deconstruct and unpack systematically the hidden ideologies and opaque power relations embedded in discourse. Within CDA, discourse is commonly viewed as ‘a form of social practice’ (Fairclough, 1989; 1992; 1995) that is both socially conditioned and socially constitutive. This points to an underlying dialectical relationship between discourse and the situation(s), institution(s) and the broader sociopolitical and cultural structure(s) which frame it (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997, p. 55). That is, while discourse is reflective of reality, it can also effect change and shape reality.
Discourse, being one element or ‘moment’ (Fairclough, 2013, p. 400), is dialectically linked with other ‘moments’ in the social process. Put differently, there exist intermeshed relationships (Foucault, 1980) between discourse, power, ideology and society and one element usually both influences and internalises (Harvey, 1996) the others without being reducible to them. More specifically, ideology is both a mechanism of power and a tool which contributes to shifts in power relations. Discourse rarely operates in a vacuum free of power but is often invested with power, used in the interest of power, and, resultantly, has potential power consequences perhaps precisely as Foucault (1980, p. 93) argues that ‘there can be no possible exercise of power without a certain economy of discourses of truth’. In a similar vein, discourse is not only a locus and favoured vehicle of ideology (Fairclough, 1989) but also functions ideologically (Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). As such, the ideological underpinnings of power are not only manifested in discourse but also are legitimised or challenged in discourse. CDA has been extensively invoked in studies relating to political discursive communication as ‘political activity does not exist without the use of language’ (Chilton, 2004, p. 6).
Translation/interpreting, from a critical discourse analytical (CDA) perspective, can be viewed as ‘a process of mediation between source and target world views, a process that is inevitably influenced by the power differentials among participants’ (Saldanha, 2010, p. 150). As such, given the essentially contrastive nature of this study investigating the interpreters’ potential agency and ideological mediation, CDA in this case is operationalised through critical comparisons between the source texts (STs) and the target texts (TTs). ‘Translation shift’ is therefore a particularly instrumental concept here in its operationalisation, which is taken to mean the changes which occur in translation, that is, the ‘departures from formal correspondence in the process of going from’ the source language to the target language (Catford, 1965, p. 73). There, for Toury (1995, p. 57), exist two major forms of shifts: (1)‘obligatory shifts’ (which inevitably occur due to the systematic grammatical differences between languages) and (2)‘optional shifts’ (which are optional in nature and are often reflective of the translators/interpreters’ certain strategies and possibly ideological mediation in the decision-making process). In carrying out the comparative CDA analysis, attention is therefore focused specifically on the shifts that are optional and ideologically salient.
To reduce researcher bias and subjectivity, the mixed-methods approach of corpus-based CDA is increasingly adopted by scholars in interpreting studies (Gu, 2018b; Wang & Feng, 2018) and beyond, as a ‘useful methodological synergy’ (Baker et al., 2008) triangulating between the typically qualitative and quantitative. However, given the negotiated, dynamic and often nuanced nature of this particular section of interpreting featuring different ideological beliefs and voices and, more importantly, the relatively brief nature of the journalists’ questions covering different topics (which defy systematic analysis using corpus linguistics tools), close comparative analysis seems best suited based on the corpus data in a manual manner. In the same vein, considering the bilingual and essentially contrastive nature of the analysis, rather than a wholesale imposition of one particular school of CDA in an a priori fashion, this study takes a more data-driven approach through meticulously comparing the ST and TT, adopting a critical take-nothing-for-granted attitude (Gu, 2018a).
The critical manual CDA analysis is operationalised on a corpus consisting exclusively of the journalists’ questions and their respective interpretations extracted from 20 Premier-Meets-the-Press conferences (from 1998 to 2017 and cover three latest Chinese administrations). This corpus is part of a much larger corpus entitled the Chinese-English Political Discourse Corpus (CE-PolitDisCorp). The CE-PolitDisCorp was developed by the author to study the various interpreting phenomena as well as China’s political discursive communication in Chinese and English. To accurately reflect the source texts (the journalists’ questions in English or Mandarin Chinese) and the target texts (the interpreters’ utterances into Mandarin Chinese or English), the data was transcribed in a verbatim manner from videos of the press conference sessions available on such video-sharing sites as YouTube and Youku.
The corpus (1998-2017) includes 280 questions in total, averaging 14 questions per year. These questions are posed by journalists affiliated with domestic media networks in mainland China (e.g. CCTV, Xinhua News Agency, CRI and People’s Daily), media outlets from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan (e.g. ETTV, Phoenix TV, CNA, the United Daily News and SCMP) and international TV and news organisations (e.g. CNN, The Wall Street Journal, BBC, Le Monde, Kyodo News, AFP, Financial Times, Sky News, NHK, Lianhe Zaobao, Reuters, CNBC, Bloomberg News, Al Jazeera, Deutsche Presse Agentur, The Associated Press, ITAR-TASS, The Huffington Post, KBS and The Washington Post). Domestic journalists pose questions in Chinese, whereas international journalists tend to ask questions in English or in Chinese. On average, a question is approximately 90 words in length in English (or of a roughly comparable length in Chinese). As such, regarding corpus size, the corpus consists of bilingual data in English (approximately 25,000 words) and its corresponding data in Chinese, hence a total size of 77,733 tokens.
Although there exists a level of pre-vetting and pre-selection in terms of the topics of the journalists’ questions and their institutional affiliation, it is highly improbable that the interpreters could prepare extensively or even rehearse renditions of the journalists’ questions in another language beforehand (particularly given the highly dynamic moment-by-moment nature of the interactional setting and the high level of latitude and leeway the journalists still enjoy in asking unexpected questions and framing their questions in a certain way). As such, the corpus data constitutes an interesting source to explore the interpreters’ possible (re)construction of the government’s image. The essentially diachronic nature of the data featuring different topics also permits an analysis of the interpreters’ possible mediation vis-à-vis the broader sociopolitical contexts.

Data analysis
To investigate the government-affiliated interpreters’ (re)construction of China and the Chinese government’s image in rendering journalists’ questions, manual CDA analysis was carried out, focusing on ideologically salient shifts. Close readings of the journalists’ questions and their respective interpretations suggest that this specific section of interpreting is an interesting site of image (re)construction. That is, when placed at the interface between the Chinese government officials and the journalists, the interpreters tend to position with their institutional employer and engage actively in facework of Beijing.
Such image (re)construction manifests itself in a range of ideologically salient shifts and transformations and is realised through various linguistic and discursive means (e.g. foregrounding and backgrounding, the extensive additions of institutional self-referential items, the use of hedging devices and honorific markers, omission, trivialisation of certain issues). Such ideological mediation mainly falls within three major categories: (1) the interpreters’ increased (re)production of government-related self-referential items, which leads to an image of the government being more constantly present, active, responsible and in control, (2) the interpreters’ further enhancement of the positive elements in the journalists’ questions, (3) the interpreters’ softening and downplaying of the negative (e.g. challenging and face-threatening) elements in the journalists’ questions, thus protecting the face of the government and safeguarding a certain image for Beijing. As such, the interpreters’ mediation has exhibited a strong discursive and cognitive pattern as described in Van Dijk’s ideological square (1997), which involves emphasising/foregrounding the positive representation of the self and de-emphasising/mitigating the negative representation of the self by other.

Increased (re)production of self-referentiality in rendering questions

The first type of image (re)construction concerns the interpreters’ increased (re)production and significant foregrounding (Fairclough 1992) of institutional self-referential items (Beaton 2007) central to the Chinese government. All (political) systems, for Luhmann (1990, p. 19), are confronted with the need to form a unique identity and with the ‘imperative to legitimate’ themselves. It is through self-referencing that autonomous or ‘autopoietic’ systems (e.g. institutions and organisations) recursively produce and reproduce elements essential to themselves so as to thrive and continue their existence (e.g. in the form of organisational rules, regulations and policies) (ibid., pp. 39-40).
The interpreters’ discursive mediation using self-referentiality is salient ideologically, serving to strengthen ‘ideological stabilisation within the institution’ (Beaton, 2007, p. 277). From the perspective of image (re)construction, the repeated additions of self-referentiality have contributed to an image of the government being more constantly present, active, responsible and in control. This indirectly strengthens Beijing’s legitimacy and consensual rule as the chief actor behind China’s day-to-day operation. This is particularly relevant given the increasingly performance-based legitimacy (Zhao, 2009) witnessed in post-1978 China, where state legitimacy increasingly stems from the concrete tangible benefits the government is able or at least promises to deliver. This is evidenced in example 1. It is worth noting that ST is short for source text (the journalist’s question), TT is short for target text (the respective interpretation of the journalist’s question) and gloss here is a literal and roughly word-by-word translation of the content in Chinese.

Example 1 (2011 People’s Daily)
ST: 请问总理，我们主动调低经济增长速度的这么一个选择是出于什么考虑？如果未来经济增长速度有所放缓会不会影响这个扩大就业以及改善民生这些方面?                                                                     Gloss: Premier may I ask: our such a choice of actively adjusting downward the economic growth speed is out of what consideration? If the future economic growth speed, to some extent, slows down, will it affect this employment expansion and such aspects as people’s livelihood improvement?                                                           TT: Mr. Premier, my question is: what is the consideration of the government in taking the initiative to adjust downward the GDP growth target. Will a slower economy affect the government’s efforts to expand employment and improve people’s well-being?  
   
In this example, the Chinese government (the social actor implied in the People’s Daily journalist’s question in Chinese) is rendered significantly more explicit and emphatic through the interpreter’s repeated additions of the government. Discursively, this, along with the expressions such as taking the initiative and efforts, (re)constructs a proactive image of the government being in charge of the various aspects of China’s sociopolitical affairs (e.g. issues concerning GDP growth, employment and people’s well-being).

Similarly, this identified trend also manifests itself in the following example about the journalist’s question on the Hong Kong SAR.

Example 2 (2011 Hong Kong Cable Television) 
ST: 您在“十二五”规划报告当中特别提到港澳在报告当中的一个角色，那包括就是继续支持香港作为国际金融中心的角色[...]我们很想知道中央在作出这些规划的过程当中都有哪些考虑？另外就是，现在有人说呢香港已经逐渐在消失它的传统优势，已经没有独立的能力去应对区域竞争，所以迫使中央这一次要出手，你怎么看这一个说法呢？最后就是，我们很想知道就是这些措施长远是否能够有效地去解决现在香港存在的一些比如说贫富悬殊啊，还有深层次矛盾等等的问题。
Gloss: You, in the 12th Five-year Plan, especially mentioned the role of Hong Kong and Macao in the report, including the continuous support of Hong Kong’s role as international financial centre[...]We very much like to know: what considerations does the central (government) have in making these plans? In addition, now there are people who say that Hong Kong has already been gradually losing its traditional advantages and has already been without the ability to independently cope with regional competition. So it forced the central (government) to get involved this time. What is your opinion on this view? Lastly, we very much like to know: if these measures in the long run will effectively solve some of Hong Kong’s current existing problems, for instance the wealth gap between the rich and poor and also underlying issues etc..
TT: A separate chapter has been devoted to Hong Kong and Macao’s development in China’s 12th Five-year Plan. The central government has indicated in the plan that it will continue to support Hong Kong to develop its status as the international financial center[...]I would like to ask: what is the consideration of the Chinese central government in laying out all these arrangements. Some people argue that Hong Kong is losing its traditional advantage and is also unable to cope with regional competition on its own. And that is why the central government felt compelled to draw up the plan for Hong Kong’s development. I would like to ask: what is your view on this and will these measures taken by the central government be enough to help Hong Kong resolve some of its underlying problems, for example, the widening income gap in Hong Kong.

Once again, the self-referential term central government (as opposed to the local Hong Kong SAR government) is repeatedly articulated by the interpreter (4 instances), thus discursively conveying a heightened sense that the omnipresent central government is actively involved in and responsible for affairs in Hong Kong. Such repeated additions also further reinforce and foreground the centre-region nexus between the central government and Hong Kong in the sense that Hong Kong is only a special administrative region (SAR) under Beijing’s rule. Such (re)confirmation is particularly salient discursively considering the increasing anti-Mainland sentiments and pro-Independence/localist movements in Hong Kong in recent years.
To sum up, as illustrated in the examples, the interpreters’ repeated mentions of self-referential items relating to the Chinese government have significantly strengthened its institutional presence and hegemony. Discursively, such proliferation of institutional self-references further foregrounds (Van Leeuwen, 1996), consolidates and even naturalises the decisive role of the government as the chief sociopolitical actor in China. This is achieved in a seemingly surreptitious and unnoticeable manner by the interpreters.

Enhancing and foregrounding positive elements in rendering questions

Having discussed the interpreters’ increased (re)production of institutional self-referential items relating to the Chinese government, attention is now focused on the second type of image (re)construction, that is, the interpreters’ further foregrounding (Fairclough, 1992; Van Leeuwen, 1996) and strengthening of the positive elements about the government in the journalists’ questions. Such face-enhancing efforts tend to further emphasise the increasing importance of China and praise the government for its capability, performance and achievements, thus leading to the (re)construction of an even more positive image of Beijing. Such positive self-representation (Van Dijk 1993; 1997) is illustrated in the examples below.

Example 3 (2010 DPA)
ST: With great power comes great responsibility. And so with China's rise, the world is increasingly looking for leadership from China to solve global challenges or economic and security or political problems. So I know there is a lot of debate in your government about this. Is China capable and also willing to play a greater role on the world stage?
TT: 大国也应该承担更多的责任，中国现在正在崛起，国际社会期待中国在应对全球挑战以及政治、安全、经济等领域的问题上发挥领导作用。我们了解，在中国政府内部也在就该问题进行着积极的讨论。我想了解，中国是否有这个能力以及意愿在国际舞台发挥更大的作用？
Gloss: Major countries should assume more responsibilities. China now is rising. The international community looks forward to China playing a leadership role in coping with global challenges and issues on such fields as politics, security and economy. We understand that inside the Chinese government there are also positive/active discussions on this issue. I would like to know: whether China has this capability and willingness to play a bigger role on the international stage? 

In this example, the journalist starts the question with a general statement with great power comes great responsibility. A common and straightforward interpretation of this into Chinese would be 国力越强，责任也越大 (literally: the more a country’s power, the greater its responsibilities). Interestingly, however, when interpreted into Chinese, it was rendered more specific and significantly more emphatic as ‘major countries should assume more responsibilities’, thus automatically assigning China the status of 大国 (daguo), that is, an important major country on the world stage. Discursively, this implicitly (re)constructs a more favourable and emphatic image that China is now a major economic and geopolitical player under the Chinese leadership. Also, in rendering the journalist’s question, the modifier 积极的 (positive/active) is added by the interpreter. Such linguistic engineering helps convey a sense that China’s top decision-makers are actively pondering the kind of role China is to play globally as an important country.

Example 4 (2012 China Times) 
ST: 在过去四年两岸实现了这个三通直航, 那有关人员的往来和这个经贸交流合作大概取得一个比较历史性的高峰。那过去大家，台湾方面媒体有一个评价，大概认为，过去四年大概是两岸关系60年来可能最稳定而且最和平发展的四年。那未来四年可能要延续这样一个发展机遇。那我的问题是...
Gloss: In the past 4 years, the two sides of the strait achieved this three direct links and direct air flights. So relevant people-to-people exchanges and this economic and trade cooperation basically achieved a relatively historic peak. So in the past everyone, the press on the Taiwan side has a view, basically believing that the past 4 years are the 4 years where the cross-Strait relations are perhaps most stable and feature the most peaceful development over the past 60 years. So in the coming 4 years, such a development opportunity is likely to continue. So my question is...
TT: Over the past 4 years, the two sides of the Taiwan Straits have achieved three direct links and direct air flights. The business exchanges and people-to-people contacts across the Taiwan Straits have reached an unprecedented level. Some people in Taiwan say that the past 4 years have been the most stable and peaceful period in the development of cross-straits relations over the past more than 60 years. And we expect the good momentum to continue in the following four years. My question is... 

In this question, the Taiwan journalist affiliated with China Times is generally positive about the mainland Chinese government’s efforts in promoting three direct links (postal, transportation and trade links) between the mainland and Taiwan, which have led to an unprecedented situation in cross-Strait exchanges and people-to-people ties. Notably, the Taiwan journalist’s question is couched in a particularly cautious and tentative manner, as evidenced in such hedges (Hyland, 1998) as 大概 (basically), 比较 (relatively) and 可能 (perhaps/likely). However, the question is rendered by the interpreter in a certain and matter-of-fact fashion where all the hedges are omitted in English. This, discursively, leads to a more laudatory tone that the current stable cross-Strait relations are in part thanks to the mainland government’s efforts. This therefore contributes to a more positive self-presentation of the mainland government as being effective and competent.

Example 5 (2016 NBC)
ST: Respected Premier Li, your work report has outlined steps to stabilise China’s economic growth, which should help the global economy...
TT: 总理先生，在您政府工作报告当中呢, 您提出了一系列稳定中国经济增长的措施，这些也都会有助于世界经济的发展...
Gloss: Mr Premier, in your government work report, you put forward a series of measures to stabilise China’s economy. These all will contribute to the development of world economy...

In this example, the NBC journalist says that the steps outlined by the Chinese government ‘should help the global economy’, which apparently is the journalist’s speculative evaluation or ‘educated guess’. Interestingly, such hedged expression signalled by the journalist’s use of the modal verb should is rendered into Chinese as ‘these all will contribute to the development of world economy’ featuring the intensifier all and the modal verb will (which indicates inevitability). This conveys a sense of absolute certainty, indirectly giving the impression that the steps taken by the Chinese government domestically will certainly be highly effective in helping the global economy. Discursively, this works to (re)construct a potentially more favourable image of the government being competent and influential.

Softening and downplaying negative elements in rendering questions 
Moving on to the third category of image (re)construction, the interpreters are found to protect the Chinese government’s face and safeguard Beijing’s image through softening and downplaying the negative elements framed in the journalists’ questions, thus demonstrating another key aspect of the ideological square (Van Dijk, 1997). This often happens when foreign journalists pose sensitive and face-threatening questions (e.g. China as a non-democratic one-party state and questions relating to China’s core national interests and international relations) or when critical voices against Beijing are intertextually quoted in domestic journalists’ questions. The de-emphasis and mitigation of the unfavourable elements in the journalists’ other-representation relationally contribute to a more positive image of the self. This is achieved through various discursive and linguistic means, as illustrated in the examples below.

Example 6 (2000 ARD German Television) 
ST: Mr Premier, for ages, corruption has been a big, big problem in Germany. And as you know, we managed to review and solve all the major cases because we have independent courts, a strong independent parliament and a free, critical press. What makes you so confident that you can solve the problem of corruption without the system of checks and balances, without giving up one-party rule and without establishing a real democracy?
TT: 那么我们都知道呢在德国这个腐败的问题多年来都是一个比较严重的问题，但是在德国呢我们现在已经对于所有的比较大的案子都进行了审议, 并且加以了解决, 这个原因就是 我们有一个独立的法院, 独立的司法系统，我们有比较独立, 一个强有力的议会， 而且呢我们是有着报界的新闻自由的。那么为什么您也非常有信心地认为中国能够解决这个腐败的问题呢? 您是不是觉得中国如果不实现有关方面的制衡，如果 中国不取消它的一党的这种执政, 如果中国呢不在这方面加以改变的话, 还是能够解决这个问题?
Gloss: So, we all know (ne) that in Germany (zhege) the corruption problem has for many years been a relatively serious issue. But, in Germany (ne) we now have already conducted review on all relatively big cases and have had them solved. Its reason is that we have an independent court, independent judicial system. We have relatively independent, a strong parliament and (ne) we have free press in media. So why do you (nin) also very confidently believe that China can solve this corruption problem? Do you (nin) think, if China doesn’t achieve checks and balances between relevant sides, if China doesn’t discard its this kind of one-party administration, if China (ne) doesn’t in this respect make changes, it still can solve this problem?

This adversarial question (Clayman and Heritage, 2002) posed by the ARD journalist is highly sensitive and face-threatening in nature. Constituting a major centrifugal force, this question touches upon China’s corruption issue and calls into question the authoritarian nature of the ‘one-party rule’ in China ‘without the system of checks and balances’ and without a ‘real democracy’. Clearly, this confrontational question is toned down and (re)constructed by the interpreter in various ways. Notably, the direct negative portrayal ‘one-party rule’ is rendered in an ambiguous and slightly euphemistic manner as this kind of one-party administration. Furthermore, the accusatory expression ‘without establishing a real democracy’ is completely suppressed in the Chinese interpretation.
Also, the interpreter’s safeguarding of the government’s face and (re)construction of China’s image are achieved through the extensive employment of hedging devices (e.g. zhege and ne). The particle ne in Chinese (similar to ah and um in English) can soften the tone of utterances (Liu et al, 2007, p. 422). Similarly, the interpreter’s extensive additions of zhege (kind of; sort of) in Chinese tend to convey a hesitant and tentative tone, thus effectively mitigating the strong illocutionary force (Sun, 2012) of the journalist’s challenging question. In addition, the honorific form of you (您 nin) in Chinese is consistently used in interpreting the deferentially unspecific you in English. This shows a greater degree of respect, thus further lessening the journalist’s confrontational and face-threatening question. Taken together, the negative image of the Chinese government is ideologically (re)framed and significantly alleviated as a result of the interpreter’s active facework (thus gravitating towards the centripetal force exerted by Beijing).


Example 7 (2000 CNBC Asia)
ST: I just like you to clarify the word ‘indefinitely’ on the Taiwan question. Are we talking months, years, decades, centuries?
TT: 那么我想就这个台湾问题呢, 请您做一下澄清。您说这个‘无限期’是指的几个月呢? 几年呢? 几十年呢? 还是说几个世纪的时间？
Gloss: So I would like to, on this Taiwan question, invite you (nin) to make some clarifications. You (nin) said this ‘indefinitely’. Does it refer to several months? Several years? Several decades? Or several centuries’ time?

This question posed by the CNBC Asia journalist on the sensitive topic of Taiwan is potentially face-threatening, not least because of the provocative and condescending tone and the blunt way of formulating the question (e.g. I just like you to clarify). Interestingly, when rendered into Chinese, the tone is significantly softened by the interpreter through using 请您做一下澄清 (invite you to make some clarifications) in Chinese. The harsh tone is further softened through the interpreter’s repeated and consistent use of the polite form of you (您 nin), thereby showing a strong sense of deference and respect.

Example 8 (2015 Asahi Shimbun)
ST: 今年是战后70周年[...] 如何看待中国在70周年的纪念活动包括大阅兵给日本国民的对华感情带来的影响？
Gloss: This year marks the 70th anniversary of the end of the Second World War [...] How to view the impact of China’s 70th anniversary commemorative activities, including the grand military parade, on Japanese nationals’ feelings towards the China?
TT: This year marks the 70th anniversary of the end of the Second World War [...] how do you view the possible impact of China’s planned commemoration activities, including the military parade, on the sentiments of the Japanese people?

This question posed by the Japanese journalist (a major centrifugal force) in effect challenges the long-standing official narrative in China that the atrocities committed by the Japanese militarism brought tremendous sufferings to China and the Chinese people and that, even until this day, the Japanese side keeps hurting the Chinese people’s sensibilities, for example, through the Japanese leaders’ repeated visits to the Yasukuni shrine. Contrary to China’s official one-way narrative, the Japanese journalist, surprisingly, asks about the impact of China’s commemorative activities on the Japanese people’s feelings. Interestingly, the ideologically salient hedge possible is added by the interpreter in English to show that there might only be a (small) possibility that the feelings of the Japanese will be hurt by China’s righteous and justified actions, hence a gravitation towards the centripetal force represented by the government.


Example 9 (2015 China Daily)
ST: 近期我们注意到国际上有一种看法，认为中国已经成为了世界上最大的经济体。一方面挑战了美国的领导地位，另一方面在很多国际事务上中国仍然在搭便车。
Gloss: Recently we noticed that internationally there is a view, believing that China has already become the world’s largest economy. On the one hand, it challenges America’s leadership position. On the other hand, in many international affairs, China is still free riding.
TT: Some people have come to the conclusion that China has become the number one economy in the world and is posing a challenge to the leadership status of the United States. But at the same time, they argue that China is still free riding in some international affairs.

In this question, the journalist touches upon a presumably prevalent view in the international community that China, which is already the world’s largest economy, is challenging America’s leadership role and is still free riding in international affairs. Noticeably, in the English interpretation, the view is significantly downplayed. That is, only some people or a few individuals hold such a view. Also interestingly, the statement that China is still free riding in many international affairs is downgraded as only some international affairs. In doing so, a less negative and harmful image of China is (re)constructed in interpreting.

Example 10 (2016 NBC)
ST: There is one factor of uncertainty and that is the continuing dispute between the world’s two largest economies over a range of disputes. So with due respect Mr Premier, what do you propose can be done to improve China-US relations and address American concerns with respect to market access, investment restrictions, level the playing field for for fair competition with American companies, or fair trading practice that do not steal American jobs: issues that have been raised by some candidates in the current US election campaign? 
TT: 但同时还存在一个不确定因素，就是似乎中美这两个世界上最大的经济体之间，在某些问题上，还是始终存在一些分歧。那么总理先生，您觉得应该采取什么措施来改善中美关系，以及中方如何回应美方在有关问题上存在的一系列关切，包括市场准入，投资限制，对美国企业的公平待遇，以及...啊...公平贸易以便不要蚕食美国国内的就业岗位以及其它美国总统大选中的一些候选人提出的关切。
Gloss: But at the same time there still exists one uncertain factor. That is, it seems that between China and the US, two biggest economies in the world, on certain problems, there still are some differences. So Mr Premier, what measures do you (nin polite you) think will improve the China-US relations and how does China respond to certain concerns the US has including market access, investment restrictions, fair treatment to US companies, and..ah..fair trade so as not to chanshi American domestic jobs and other concerns raised by some candidates in the current US election campaign.

In this example, the NBC journalist posed a sensitive and challenging question about the important yet strained bilateral ties between China and the US. The journalist explicitly asked the Chinese premier what could be done as American jobs are being stolen by China. In the interpretation, apart from using the polite and deferential form of ‘you’ (您 nin), various hedging devices are deployed by the interpreter. For example, it seems that the two biggest economies have some differences when the NBC journalist mentioned, for a fact, that the two countries have a range of disputes. Also, the Chinese particle ah is added by the interpreter, which expresses a tentative and hesitant attitude. Similarly, the journalist’s utterance that China and the US have ‘a range of disputes’ is downplayed simply as ‘certain problems’. Most saliently, the accusatory language that unfair trade practices from China, amongst other things, steal American jobs is also considerably diluted through the interpreter’s use of the more formal and less value-laden word 蚕食 (canshi, to erode or eat away). Such linguistic engineering implies a gradual step-by-step process of jobs getting lost possibly as a natural and inevitable consequence. As such, the highly value-laden, accusatory and emotionally charged word ‘steal’ often used by US politicians has been avoided when recontextualised into Chinese. Taken together, the rhetorical force of the original question is significantly softened. This, in turn, lessens the threat of face to the Chinese premier and, indirectly, protects the Chinese government’s image.


Example 11 (2008 Reuters)
ST: Today, a young man named Hu Jia goes on trial in Beijing, charged with inciting subversion of state power. I feel confident you have heard of his case because I know that the visiting leaders including Condoleezza Rice, have, have raised it with China's leaders. I'd like to ask in relation to this case. How China can defend itself against critics who say that the arrest of Hu Jia is part of crackdown ahead of the Olympics?
TT: 我们今天知道有一个叫胡佳的人正在北京接受审判，他的罪名呢是颠覆国家政权。我想您应该清楚这个案子，因为呢美国包括赖斯等都向中方的领导人提过这个个案。我在此想请教的是，现在国际上有舆论批评中方呢, 在奥运会召开之前呢，进一步加大对一些持批评意见人的这种逮捕的力度。那我想问下您有何评论?
Gloss: We today learned that there is a person named Hu Jia who is now on trial in Beijing. His charge is inciting subversion of state power. I think you (nin) should be clear about this case because the US including Rice has mentioned this isolated case to the leaders on the Chinese side. I hereby would like to seek your expertise, now internationally there are media outlets who criticize that China in the run-up to the Olympic Games has further intensified its effort to arrest people with dissenting views. Then, I would like to ask about your comments.

Acting as a major centrifugal force, the Reuters journalist confronts the Chinese government on the trial of a person charged with inciting subversion of state power. The blow of this face-aggravating question is cushioned by the interpreter in various ways. In the Chinese interpretation, the case possibly came as ‘part of crackdown ahead of the Olympics’ is explicitly trivialised and lexicalised as ge an (个案 an isolated or individual case), indicating that it is merely an individual case not representative of the whole picture and is unworthy of media attention. This is highly salient ideologically, signalling the interpreter’s active intervention. Interestingly, the interpreter’s word choice 个案 (isolated/individual case) paved the way for the Chinese premier’s answer. That is, it subsequently was picked up by the Chinese premier intertextually as a strategic starting point of his answer that China is under the rule of law and all issues including this isolated case will be properly dealt with in accordance with law.
Also, the journalist’s slightly blunt expression I'd like to ask in relation to this case is further toned down in Chinese as 我在此想请教 (I hereby would like to seek your expertise). 请教 (qingjiao) constitutes a particularly humble and polite way of seeking wisdom from someone knowledgeable or in a senior position. Such linguistic maneuvering helps (re)construct an image that the otherwise confrontational and condescending journalist is in a junior position and is keen to ask questions humbly in front of the domestic audience in China. Notably, the honorific marker nin is again consistently used. Discursively, these have further mitigated the severity of the issue and softened the journalist’s accusatory and confrontational tone. As such, this signals the interpreter’s gravitation towards the centripetal force represented by the Chinese government when located in the ideological tug-of-war between their institutional employer and the journalists.

Discussion and conclusion
In this study, attention was focused on the interpreters’ mediation of the face and image of the Chinese government in journalists’ questions, that is, the other representation of China/the Chinese government. The interpreter-mediated event was conceptualised using the Bakhtinian concept dialogised heteroglossia, where the interpreter can be seen as being located at the interface between the centripetal forces of the Chinese government (seeking to convey an official, unitary and ‘correct’ version of China’s truth and fact) and the centrifugal forces of the journalists (who pose sensitive and challenging questions to decentralise and pull away from the official narrative) in the dynamic and negotiated communication process.
Critical manual CDA analysis between the ST and TT suggests that this specific section involving journalists’ questions constitutes an interesting site of ideological contestation and image (re)construction on the part of China’s government-affiliated interpreters. The interpreters’ discursive (re)construction of China/Chinese government’s image manifests itself largely in three categories: (1) interpreters’ increased (re)production of institutional self-referential items, which strengthens the government’s institutional presence and contributes to a positive image of the government being omnipresent, responsible and in control of the various aspects of China’s everyday running; (2) interpreters’ further enhancement and foregrounding of the positive elements in journalists’ questions (leading to further positive self-representation and glorification of Beijing) and (3) interpreters’ softening and downplaying of the negative elements in journalists’ questions (thus protecting the premier’s face and safeguarding China’s image). The first two categories correspond to a strengthening of Beijing’s positive ‘competence face’ (Partington 2006) of being capable, efficient, authoritative and in control, whereas the last category concerns a mitigation of threat to the premier’s face and protection of Beijing’s image. Taken together, such discursive (re)construction leads to a scenario crystallised in Van Dijk’s ideological square (1997).
Furthermore, the interpreters’ active mediation also indicates their institutional identity and alignment with Beijing’s official positions and stances. As such, serving to control the flow of information in a way that (re)constructs a more positive image and meanwhile avoids/reduces the threat of face to the Chinese premier and the government, the official interpreters in China can be seen as playing a role akin to that of institutional ‘gatekeepers’ (Davidson, 2000; Wadensjö, 1998) in the bilingual communication process. From this perspective, in addition to the pre-selection and pre-vetting of questions allowed to be asked by Beijing, the interpreters, in effect, function as the last wall of defense in determining what elements can be rendered, how and to what extent. The interpreters’ such ideological mediation and linguistic engineering can be of great import strategically given that their rendering of the journalists’ questions is a key starting point in China’s discursive articulation, dissemination and circulation processes (for instance, the ideologically salient interpretation 个案 or individual case in example 11 was later picked up strategically and used intertextually by the Chinese premier as the basis of his answer to downplay the issue in question). As such, considering the increasingly globalised and mediat(is)ed world we live in, the interpreters’ mediation of the journalists’ questions can trigger a chain of events beyond the immediate hic-et-nunc press conference setting (Gu, 2018b), thereby directly or indirectly affecting how China’s discourse might eventually be reported by international news networks such as the CNN, BBC, RT and Al Jazeera.
The interpreters’ such active engagement in image (re)construction and facework points to their agency and embeddedness in institutional settings, thus further challenging the commonplace assumptions of interpreters being impartial and absolutely accurate conduits in the communicative process (Reddy, 1979). This article highlights the crucial need for more scholarly attention on the interpreter’s pivotal role as a valid participant in the process of multilingual discursive communication. To varying degrees, this interdisciplinary study has further advanced scholarship in CDA (e.g. a critical examination of the interpreters’ ideological mediation), translation and interpreting studies (e.g. interpreters’ agency and discursive mediation), media and communication studies (e.g. interpreter-mediated bilingual press conferences), image studies (e.g. the discursive (re)construction of a government or country’s image) as well as Chinese studies amongst others. As an avenue for future research, it is certainly interesting to explore further into the structural relations between the different participants in the triadic interactions (e.g. the premier, interpreter and journalists). This, for example, might mean to investigate whether the demonstrated phenomenon might change diachronically or with the use of new interpreters. Similarly, it is of interest to explore the issue of trust (e.g. the Chinese premiers might prefer certain interpreters to avoid accidents and unexpected situations during live press conferences) and how an interpreter’s experience might influence his or her interpretations. Many of these questions are beyond the scope of this study and might not be answered taking a discourse analytical approach alone. Nevertheless, they are well worth exploring into in the future.
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